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COMMON LAW MARRIAGE

I. Introduction

Marriage is a term that takes on different meanings. Some couples would say that they are married because they had a wedding ceremony and signed a formal contract. Other couples simply live together and consider themselves to be committed to one another, perhaps even consider themselves to be married, even though they have not entered into a formal marriage contract. The situation where a couple has not obtained a license or participated in a ceremony is better known as common law marriage.

Common law marriages are no longer valid in most states. Currently fifteen states and the District of Columbia recognize common law marriage under some circumstances. States that recognize common law marriage include: Alabama,1 Colorado,2 Georgia (if created before January 1, 1997),3 Idaho (if created before January 1, 1996),4 Iowa,5 Kansas,6 Montana,7 New Hampshire (for inheritance purposes only),8 Ohio (if created before October 10, 1991),9 Oklahoma,10 Pennsylvania (if created before January 1, 2005),11 Rhode Island,12 South Carolina,13 Texas,14 and Utah.15

3 GA. CODE ANN., § 19-3-1.1 (West 2007).
5 In re Toom, 710 N.W.2d 258 (Iowa Ct. App. 2005).
9 OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 3105.12 (West 2007).
11 23 PA. CONS. STAT. ANN. § 1103 (West 2007).
Even in states that recognize common law marriage, there is a restriction on who can enter into a valid marriage. For a person to enter into a valid common law marriage, he/she must be competent to contract\textsuperscript{16} or have the capacity to marry.\textsuperscript{17} Courts will look at several things to make sure the parties are competent or have the requisite capacity. Some states have statutes that specifically state that a common law marriage will not be recognized if either party to the marriage contract is under a certain age. For example, in Kansas, a common law marriage will not be recognized if either party is under 18 years of age.\textsuperscript{18} South Carolina’s statute says that a person under the age of 16 is unable to enter into a valid marriage.\textsuperscript{19} Not only must a person be of a certain age to enter into a valid common law marriage, a person must also be single. To have the requisite capacity to enter into a common law marriage, a person cannot already be married to someone else.\textsuperscript{20} Once this impediment is removed, meaning neither of the parties are married to someone else, a common law marriage is not automatic. Parties must enter into a mutual agreement to enter into a common law marriage after the impediment is removed.\textsuperscript{21} Alcoholism is another factor the court might look at when deciding whether someone has the requisite capacity to enter into a valid common law marriage, although it by itself may not be enough.\textsuperscript{22}

The general rule is that if a marriage is valid where contracted, then it is valid everywhere.\textsuperscript{23} States that follow this rule hold that common law marriages, if valid according to the law of the jurisdiction where entered into, will be recognized as valid in another state, even if that state does not typically recognize common law marriage.\textsuperscript{24} States that generally do not recognize com-

\textsuperscript{17} Hall v. Duster, 727 So.2d 834, 836 (Ala. Civ. App. 1999).
\textsuperscript{20} Duster, 727 So.2d at 836.
\textsuperscript{22} In re Estate of Vandenhook, 855 P.2d 518, 520 (Mont. 1993).
\textsuperscript{23} 52 Am. Jur. 2d Marriage § 70 (2007).
\textsuperscript{24} Griffis v. Griffis, 503 S.E.2d 516, 524 (W. Va. 1998) (holding that while common law marriages may not be formed in this state, we do recognize the validity of common-law marriages formed in states that permit such mar-
mon law marriage vary as to whether a temporary visit to a state that recognizes common law marriage will constitute a valid common law marriage in their state. In Missouri, the answer depends on where the couple was domiciled. Missouri courts hold that even if a couple travels to and stays in a state that recognizes common law marriage, the marriage will not be recognized in Missouri if the couple was domiciled in Missouri throughout the stay in the state that recognized common law marriage. In *Stein v. Stein*, the couple stayed in Pennsylvania while on a three week bus tour. The couple claimed they entered into a valid common law marriage while staying in Pennsylvania. The court held that it would be against public policy to recognize a common law marriage contracted by couples who were Missouri domiciliaries and residents while on a temporary stay in a state that recognized common law marriage. On the other hand, if a couple is domiciled in a state that recognizes common law marriage and then moves to Missouri, courts have held that the marriage will be recognized in Missouri.

This article will first examine the history and development of common law marriage in the United States. Part III will discuss the reasons common law marriage was adopted. Part IV will set out the requirements for a valid common law marriage. Part V will present some of the rationale for abolition of common law marriage. Part VI will discuss the consequences of abolishing common law marriage.

**II. History of Common Law Marriage**

In Rome, informal marriages were declared valid as early as 1563. On November 11, 1563, the Council of Trent passed the
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26 *Id.*
27 *Id.*
28 *Id.* at 857.
29 *Id.* at 858.
30 Pope v. Pope, 520 S.W.2d 634 (Mo. App. 1975).
Decretum de Reformatione Matrimonii. The decree said that a marriage was not valid unless it was performed before a priest and in the presence of two or three witnesses. The priest was present merely as another witness, it was not necessary that he perform any religious service. The main objective of the decree was to give publicity of the marriage to the Church.

In England, jurisdiction over marriage was divided between the spiritual ecclesiastical courts, which administered canon law pertaining to the capacity for contracting marriage, and the temporal courts, who administered common law pertaining to property rights of the married couple. Under England’s canon law, a couple could have a valid informal marriage if the marriage contract was entered into per verba de praesenti, meaning words of assent to marriage at the present time.

The doctrine of the canonists continued until 1753 when Lord Harwicke’s Act set forth the rule that a ceremony was required for a marriage to be valid. Lord Hardwicke’s Act required that the minister sign the marriage contract, that a marriage ceremony be performed by officials of the Church of England, and that a license was issued.

Dissenters from the Church of England fled west because they wanted to escape from the oppression from the church. They opposed the requirement of formal ceremonies, believing that it was wrong to be forced to pay someone to perform a ceremony, just so he can be a guest at the wedding. Their ideals were followed by many of the early American colony settlers. In the United States, some states adopted English common law marriage and others did not. Massachusetts and New York are good examples of two different views of marriage.
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31 OTTO E. KOEGEL, COMMON LAW MARRIAGE and ITS DEVELOPMENT in the UNITED STATES 22 (1922).
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33 Id.
34 Id. at 24.
35 Id. at 13.
37 Id. at 18.
38 Id. at 32.
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setts, as early as 1644, to have a valid marriage, solemnization was required before a magistrate or other authorized person.\textsuperscript{41} States that follow the Massachusetts model believe that the enactment of statutes prescribing the method of entering into marriage should be interpreted as abolishing common law marriage.\textsuperscript{42}

New York’s model is the majority view and is based on English common law. Colonies, such as New York, that were established before Lord Hardwicke’s Act in 1753, assumed that common law marriages were valid.\textsuperscript{43} In \textit{Fenton v. Reed},\textsuperscript{44} the court explicitly held that a marriage \textit{per verba de praesenti}, meaning words of assent to the marriage at the present time, was valid in New York.\textsuperscript{45}

The U.S. Supreme Court in \textit{Meister v. Moore}\textsuperscript{46} held that state marriage regulations requiring a license and ceremony are not mandatory, but rather directory, because marriage is a common right.\textsuperscript{47} Common law marriage is left intact, unless the state’s legislature has clearly indicated that all marriages not entered into by the precise methods prescribed by statute is invalid.\textsuperscript{48}

Common law marriage expanded to western America in the nineteenth century due to the lack of religious officials to perform marriage ceremonies and the difficulty of traveling.\textsuperscript{49} The recognition of common law marriage was a way for early settlers to claim property.\textsuperscript{50} “Couples” often lived outside of the city, owning a home and farms.\textsuperscript{51} These couples were living together as if they were married, but were never officially married.\textsuperscript{52} Usu-

\textsuperscript{42} \textit{Offield v. Davis}, 40 S.E. 910, 914 (Va. 1902).
\textsuperscript{44} 4 Johns. 52 (N.Y. Ch. 1809).
\textsuperscript{45} Id.
\textsuperscript{46} 96 U.S. 76 (1877).
\textsuperscript{47} Id. at 81.
\textsuperscript{48} In re McLaughlin’s Estate, 30 P. 651, 654 (Wash. 1892).
\textsuperscript{49} Friedman, supra note 39, at 203.
\textsuperscript{51} Id.
\textsuperscript{52} Id.
ally the couples had several children to help around the farm.\textsuperscript{53} Recognition of common law marriage in western colonies allowed for the passage of property upon death and allowed the children to be legitimized.\textsuperscript{54}

In states that were part of Spanish colonies, the validity of common law marriage largely depended on whether the Council of Trent’s decree, prohibiting common law marriage, applied in that territory.\textsuperscript{55} Spanish colonies in America were non-European colonies; therefore, the decree did not apply, unless the colony promulgated a law that said the decree applied.\textsuperscript{56} Some Spanish colonies, such as New Mexico, determined that the Council of Trent decree applied, thus invalidating common law marriage.\textsuperscript{57}

\section*{III. The Adoption of the Doctrine of Common Law Marriage}

The doctrine of common law marriage was adopted in state courts for several reasons. The first and probably most important rationale for the adoption of common law marriage was the belief that marriage derived from a natural right that every human possessed.\textsuperscript{58} Marriage is a civil contract between two people that should not be disrupted unless there is a statute specifically stating the common law marriages are invalid.\textsuperscript{59}

Another reason courts adopted common law marriage was that public policy favored marriage over illicit relationships.\textsuperscript{60} Uncertainty about cohabitants’ marital status became resolved in the courts’ eyes because common law marriage recognized the cohabitating couple as being legally married.\textsuperscript{61}

The third reason common law marriage was adopted was to protect children. Children born to a couple who were not legally married were considered to be illegitimate. With the adoption of
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\textsuperscript{56} Id.
\textsuperscript{57} Id. (citing In re Gabaldonn’s Estate, 34 P.2d 672, 673 (N.M. 1934). \textsuperscript{58} MCLAUGHLIN, 30 P. 651 at 657.
\textsuperscript{59} Id. at 653 (citing Askew v Dupree, 30 Ga. 173 (1860)).
\textsuperscript{60} Id.
\textsuperscript{61} Id.
common law marriages, children born of cohabitating couples would be legitimized. Once a couple entered into a civil contract, they would be held responsible for the support, maintenance, and education of their offspring.

There was also a concern about women becoming economically dependent on the state. The adoption of common law marriage was a means for states to privatize the financial dependency of economically unstable women. Common law marriage declared a woman to be a man’s wife or widow, thus shielding the public fisc from the potential claims of needy women. Courts wanted families to take care of each other, instead of using public money.

IV. General Requirements

A common misconception about common law marriage is that a couple who has been living together for a certain length of time is presumed to be married. Living together for a set amount of time does not create a common law marriage in any state in the United States. Although states have different requirements, there are several general requirements for a common law marriage to be recognized.

The first requirement is that the couple must live together as husband and wife. This is better known as cohabitation. This requirement is pretty vague because there is no particular time that cohabitation must exist to establish common law marriage. Because the term can take on many different meanings, cohabitation is determined on a case by case basis. States have had to interpret the ambiguity of “cohabitation” when a couple spends a very short time, as little as one night, in a state that recognizes common law marriage. In Grant v. Superior Court In and For
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Pima County, the court held that a three-hour stay in a motel in a Texas motel did not satisfy the cohabitation requirement. In In the Matter of Abbott, a couple spent one night in Pennsylvania. The couple contended that their one night visit constituted cohabitation, therefore, creating a valid common law marriage; and that New York should recognize the common law marriage. The court held that there was no intent of cohabitation with their one night visit. Unlike the two cases discussed above, when federal widow benefits are involved, the court takes a different stance. Peart v. T. D. Bross Line Const. Co. is a case involving death benefits claimed by an alleged widow of a common law marriage. The court held that if there was valid common law marriage in Pennsylvania between claimant and the deceased employee whose death resulted from an accident causally related to his employment, the marriage would be recognized as valid in New York and the claimant would be entitled to widow’s benefits. Courts must also determine whether cohabitation exists in a situation where a couple lives together on a regular basis, but one party keeps a place of his/her own. In such a case, the court would not only have to look at whether the couple lived together for a significant amount of time, it would also have to evaluate whether the separate home would nullify a common law marriage because of lack of intent to be married. Courts have determined that this is a question of fact and depends on the circumstances of the particular case.

The second requirement to form a common law marriage is that the couple must hold themselves out to the public as a married couple. Courts have said that “public declaration of marriage is the acid test of common law marriage,” meaning that to
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73 Id.
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79 SNYDER-MURPHY v. CITY OF CEDAR RAPIDS, 695 N.W.2d 44 (Iowa Ct. App. 2004).
establish a common law marriage, couples cannot have a secret marriage.\textsuperscript{80} Public declaration or “holding out” by the couple is determined by the conduct and actions of the couple.\textsuperscript{81} It is very important for establishing common law marriage that the couple consistently hold themselves out as married with those in which they normally come in contact.\textsuperscript{82} Isolated references to a person as husband/wife will not be enough to establish a common law marriage.\textsuperscript{83} The couple should hold themselves out as married to the public, use the same last name, file joint tax returns and declare their marriage of documents, such as applications, leases, and birth certificates.

The third requirement of a common law marriage is that the parties must have a present and mutual intent to be married.\textsuperscript{84} This requirement reflects the contractual nature of marriage.\textsuperscript{85} Mutual consent by the parties to be married is also essential to a common law marriage.\textsuperscript{86} There must be an agreement to become husband and wife immediately from the time when the mutual consent is given.\textsuperscript{87} The agreement must be an agreement \textit{per verba de praesenti}, meaning words of assent to the marriage at the present time, rather than at some future time.\textsuperscript{88} Courts allow implied agreements to serve as a basis for a common law marriage.\textsuperscript{89} “An implied agreement may support a common law marriage where one party intends present marriage and the conduct of the other party reflects the same intent.”\textsuperscript{90} Even though an express agreement is not required,\textsuperscript{91} some attorneys recom
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mend that couples write, sign, and date a simple statement that says they intend to be married. This statement would offer protection for the couple should the question of intent ever be raised.

V. Why Common Law Marriage has been Abolished

States that have abolished common law marriage have cited several reasons for the abolition. The decline of common law marriage began with the increase in the population that occurred between the Civil War and the end of World War I. At the beginning of the Civil War, only 20 percent of the total population lived in communities of 2,500 or more. By 1920, that population had grown to more than 50 percent. The increased population growth led to urbanization and changed the economy from commerce and agriculture to manufacturing and industry. States began to realize that the rationale behind allowing common law marriages was no longer true. Religious officials could more easily travel to perform marriage ceremonies and therefore, informal marriage recognition was no longer necessary. “Anyone who wanted to be married could enter into a formal marriage with little difficulty.”

The abolition of common law marriage also occurred because of the fear of fraudulent claims. As one court stated, “there is no built-in method to determine what marriages are valid and what marriages are phony.” Common law marriages were recognized without any formal ceremony, nothing was for-
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mally signed by the parties, and there were no witnesses to the marriage. States became uneasy that couples would defraud and take advantage of the system because documentation was not needed to have a valid marriage. By abolishing common law marriage, states could ensure that more reliable evidence, by which the marriage could be proved, would be available to prevent fraud and litigation. Even states that currently recognize common law marriage take the possibility of fraud seriously. For example, in Pennsylvania, to make sure couples are not committing fraud or perjury, the court examines each case with great scrutiny to see if there was an actual agreement.

Another reason for the abolition of common law marriage is that states desired to protect the institution of marriage and family. The court in *Sorenson v. Sorenson* held that recognition of common law marriage would “weaken the public estimate of the sanctity of the marriage relation.” Lack of commitment was a paramount concern. In *Dunphy v. Gregor*, the court acknowledged that a reason for the abolition of common law marriage was that lack of commitment might give rise to a short-lived relationship. With such a random commitment, the court reasoned that common law marriage would be detrimental because economic support and dependency could be withheld at any point. State legislatures wanted to protect the institution of marriage, family, and commitment. They felt that requiring certain formalities for marriage were not unreasonable because marriage was sacred and should not be entered into lightly. By requiring formalities, states
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encouraged couples to consider the importance of marriage, family, and commitment before entering into a marriage.\textsuperscript{112}

The enforcement of public policy is also a reason states give for abolishing common law marriage.\textsuperscript{113} Many states disfavor illicit relationships and cohabitation.\textsuperscript{114} There is also a societal concern with leaving common law marriage practices unregulated.\textsuperscript{115} Historically, relationships such as those between interracial couples, or involving the mentally impaired, or alcoholics, were viewed as undesirable.\textsuperscript{116} Abolishing common law marriage was a way for the states to reduce the number of illicit relationships and cohabitation among couples.\textsuperscript{117} States believed statutory requirements for a valid marriage would also minimize the social stigma placed on cohabitating couples and couples such as the ones mentioned above.\textsuperscript{118}

VI. Consequences of the Abolishment of Common Law Marriage

A. Negative Consequences

1. Impact on Women

The abolition of common law marriage often results in substantial injustices to women.\textsuperscript{119} In most cases there is genuine inequality between women and men. Women are more often the party seeking alimony or child support and men are often the party trying to avoid the obligation.\textsuperscript{120} Men tend to earn higher wages, while women tend to be more economically dependent upon men.\textsuperscript{121} Women tend to be very vulnerable in these types of relationships.
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By abolishing common law marriage, states have greatly affected a woman’s ability to collect alimony, child, and other support once the relationship ends. For example, consider the negative effects a woman involved in a domestic violent relationship would face if she were living in a state that does not recognize common law marriage. She could leave the relationship, but would not have access to monetary or property rights that would otherwise be provided to her and her children. In *Henderson v. Henderson*, the couple had lived together as husband and wife for about a year in the District of Columbia, therefore entering into a valid common law marriage in the District of Columbia. Nannie moved to Maryland when Nathan left for the military. Nathan moved in with Nannie when he was discharged. The relationship was violent and Nathan threatened to kill Nannie if she returned home. Although Maryland was not a state that recognized common law marriages, it recognized the validity of marriages that were valid in the state in which it was entered. The court granted the divorce and awarded Nannie support. Had the couple been residents of Maryland, there would not have been a remedy for Nannie.

The non-recognition of common law marriage also has a significant effect on inheritance. Take for instance a couple who has lived their whole life together and then one of them suddenly dies. If they happen to live in one of the states that has abolished common law marriage, the remaining “spouse” would have no inheritance rights. On the other hand, if the couple lives in a state that recognizes common law marriage and the “husband” has not terminated the common law marriage by divorce, the “wife” remains his heir under the state’s intestacy laws. In *In re Estate of Wagner*, the couple were married for twenty years, then divorced. The couple then began living together, holding
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themselves out as husband and wife, therefore entering into a common law marriage.\textsuperscript{132} Eventually Mrs. Wagner left her husband after years of abuse.\textsuperscript{133} When Mr. Wagner died, he left nothing to Ms. Wagner in his will.\textsuperscript{134} The court held that the marriage was valid and because there was not a legal divorce, Ms. Wagner was entitled to a share of the will.\textsuperscript{135}

The recognition of common law marriage is also very important for social security and wrongful death benefits. The abolition of common law marriage negatively impacts social security benefits for women for two reasons. First, women have a greater life expectancy than men and second, men earn higher wages than women.\textsuperscript{136} Women consistently outlive their “husbands” and depend on social security survivor benefits to get by. Women who live in states that have abolished common law marriages will probably not be able to collect benefits, even if they have lived with their deceased “spouse” and held themselves out as being married. The collection of wrongful death benefits also negatively affects women because women are more likely to be economically dependent on men. When a woman loses her “husband,” she is left to survive without the high wage earner’s support. Some courts have tried to remedy the harsh consequences that women face in a wrongful death suit. In \textit{Bulloch v. United States},\textsuperscript{137} even though common law marriage was not recognized in the state of New Jersey, the court held that the “wife” could collect loss of consortium benefits because proof of a legal marriage was not an essential element of a consortium claim.\textsuperscript{138}

2. \textit{Impact on the Poorly Educated \& those with Low Income}

The likelihood that a person with low income can or will seek out the assistance of an attorney is very small. Unfortunately, many of these individuals are poorly educated and many do not understand the law. A “poor” couple may think they are
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married, but, unbeknownst to them, be living in a state that does not recognize common law marriage. When one of the “spouses” passes away, the other “spouse” may be financially dependent on the death benefits and social security benefits. If the couple lives in a state that recognizes common law marriages, the surviving spouse will be able to receive benefits. If the couple lives in a state that has abolished common law marriage, the surviving spouse is in a different situation. It will be difficult, if not impossible for that person to get any of his/her “spouse’s” benefits.

3. Impact on Minorities

Common law marriage is frequent among African-American, Indian, Eskimo, and racially mixed marriages. Like people with low income, some minorities may not have a clear understanding of what constitutes a valid marriage in the United States. For example, informal legal relationships are recognized in large parts of Mexico. Couples who come to the United States may not understand that their marriage will not be recognized if they happen to end up in a state that has abolished common law marriage. These couples will probably not seek legal advice because they are unaware that there is a problem. The only way these couples will figure out that their marriage is invalid is if one of them dies and by this point it will be too late for the surviving “spouse” to get any death benefits.

There is also a concern that by abolishing common law marriage, states are imposing white middle-class values of marriage on minorities. Minority families are often centered around the mother. The permanent mother-child relationship, based on ties of blood, prevail over the arrangement between husband and wife. With the abolishment of common law marriage, states are requiring couples to go through formal ceremonies, instead of letting them focus on the ties within their family.
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4. Impact on Children

Children born to parents out of wedlock may be stigmatized by society. Although states have statutes legitimizing children born out of wedlock, society has not been so accepting of these children. The word “bastard” is still used to describe a child born out of wedlock. Common law marriage was a way to prevent the branding of bastardy. By abolishing common law marriage, states have actually intensified the pressure children feel. No child wants to feel different or like he doesn’t belong. States that recognize common law marriage, allow children to be born into a legitimate family and provide a feeling of belongingness.

B. Positive Consequence

The abolition of common law marriage has created certainty in what constitutes a legal relationship. Statutes set out exactly what is required for a marriage to be valid. Ambiguous terms, such as “cohabitation,” are replaced with formalities. If a couple resides in a state that does not recognize common law marriage, they must adhere to the formalities. These formalities protect the home and sacredness of the family.

VII. Conclusion

The abolition of common law marriage has allowed states to put pressure on citizens to formalize their relationships in the form of marriage. Sanctity of marriage, family, and commitment has been brought to the forefront of people’s minds. Unfortunately, even though states have tried to encourage formal marriages, there are more and more unmarried couples living together. The 2000 census shows that 5.5 million couples are living together, unmarried. This number is up from the 3.2 million unmarried couples that were living together in 1990.

The abolition of common law marriage has had many negative effects on numerous groups. The only positive aspect that
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has come out of the abolition of common law marriage is that states now have concrete requirements that a couple must meet before their marriage will be recognized. Maybe the abolition of common law marriage is not the answer. Protection against fraudulent claims should not be a reason for not allowing the recognition of common law marriage. As discussed above, there are requirements for a common law marriage to be held valid. With these requirements, states can monitor who is legitimately married and who is not.
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